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Grain Buds, the 8th solar term, is the period when the seeds of summer crops like
wheat become plump but not mature yet in northern China. In the south, there is another
implication in the Chinese words of Grain Buds, xiaoman. “Man’ is to describe the surplus
and shortage of rainwater, meaning that if the field is not full of water during Grain Buds,
the earth will crack, leading to problems in transplanting rice seedlings during Grain in Ear.

After Grain Buds, the
Northern hemisphere
enters summer and the
temperature will be up to
30° C or above. Meanwhile,
various kinds of bacteria
grow and people should
have an awareness of
disease prevention and take
care of their health.

In Grain Buds, all plants and creatures flourish. The physical movement of human bodies
is getting more active. This period is the time we consume the most nutrients. Therefore we
should pay attention to nutritional supplement, strengthening the organs in our body.

Soup for clearing internal heat, expelling dampness and warming is very appropriate in
this period; for example, chelnuts and fish head soup with ginger, or bitter gourd kapok
beef soup.
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Before the Ching Ming Festival,
we planted new plants at the
northern side of Wing On Square,
including rose, blueberry, begonia,
thyme and fairy grass. We plan to
plant medical flowers and herbs
in this area and it will add more
colours to this place. We believe
they will grow healthily this
summer.
After the festival, the weather was getting warm without consecutive rainy days. On April
14, we gathered in Wonderland and shared our self-made food and cooking methods with
each other. Josephine brought self-made satin sauce with eggs, bread and fried vermicelli;
Wendy brought fresh fruits; Maggie made a dish with eggs and pickled bamboo shoots
from her hometown; Xiaohui the expert made vegetable pot rice; Lai Seung made curry
meat ball with potatoes and cool noodles. Colleagues from OSL brought longjing tea to the
luncheon, and we prepared mint lemongrass tea harvested from Lingnan Garden.

Besides, Prof. Lin Chun from London
University of Economics and Political Science
and her sister also joined us. After visiting
our Lingnan Garden, she felt interested in
our research on Chinese agriculture and
appreciated our Lingnan Gardeners project.
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On March 23, three students from the Cultural Studies programme participated in a
delegation headed by Lai Seung to attend a nuclear issue thematic World Social Forum in
Tokyo. This year is the 30th Anniversary of the 1986 Chernobyl disaster; nuclear specialists,
scholars and environmental activists across the globe participated in the conference,
reviewed the use of nuclear power in different countries, rethought the pros and cons of
nuclear power, and discussed ways to tackle the issues.

After five years of the Fukushima disaster in 2011, we seem to forget how the disaster
has brought about irreparable pain and harm to the local residents and the ecological
environment. To have a clear picture on the current situation of Fukushima, Lai Seung and
the students visited the affected area and experienced the anti-nuclear protest organised
by the local people.
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On April 18, the students who visited Fukushima were invited to be our speakers for a
talk on Fukushima after five years of the nuclear disaster. After the students’ presentation,
the audience actively shared their opinion on the use of nuclear power and the crises and
threats.

It was really a wake up call to make us once again aware of the hazard of nuclear power
(and perhaps waste) and forced us to reflect on our unreflective use of energy.

Please watch the full video of the talk at https://youtu.be/z4oeqLZnh3I

Upcoming Activities in May

12 May, 2016 (Thur), 12:30-14:00pm at Lingnan Garden, Harvesting potatoes
19 May, 2016 (Thur), 17:30-19:00pm at LKK301, Ecological talk (in Cantonese)
Speaker: Chow Tsun Ip Patrick
（Fellowship SYCPAA PSA Who’s Who in Photography Top Ten 2014）
Topic: Seeing Global Ecological Changes from the Perspective of Photography
21 May 2016 (Sat), 9:00-11:00am at Lingnan Garden, farming activities
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